
VPS SMARTDOOR

High security keyless steel door with industry leading 
Bluetooth locking and unlocking functionality.
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SAVE MORE WITH VPS
SMARTDOOR

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
WITH VPS SMARTLOCK

l Quick to install and remove

l Re-designed twist-lock mechanism

- Easy for users to open the door

l Remote Access Management

- Ease of access at all times

- No costly on-site access visits

- No requirement for keysafe

l Access audit trail

- See exactly when the door was

opened and by who

l Bluetooth enabled
l Simple mobile app
l Intuitive remote locking and unlocking
l Bank-level encryption
l In-built access reporting system
l No keys, longlife battery power

l Optional alarm system integration

- Set/Unset the alarm when the

door is locked or unlocked.

- No need for alarm keys or codes

SAVINGS
No requirement for a  

keysafe - average cost saving 
of €200 per site per year

No requirement for access 
visits- typical access visit  

€65 per hour

When a property becomes vacant access management is key. Not only do you need to keep unwanted  
visitors out, you need to ensure the right people are able to gain access as required without the need  
for you to attend multiple access visits. You also need to think about the hidden costs caused by  
traditional key management methods, VPS SmartDoor can resolve these issues and ultimately  
help you save money in the process.

Our latest innovation, the VPS SmartDoor is designed by VPS in partnership with our 
customers to create an industry leading access management security solution.
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THE DOOR  
A high security steel door with three point locking 
and heavy duty hinges the VPS SmartDoor helps 
protect your property from vandals or trespassers 
when it’s empty while allowing legitimate visitors 
easy access whenever needed.

The tough design incorporates VPS-designed 
features based upon our industry knowledge into 
issues commonly facing customer sites and the ever 
evolving activity of criminals. 

Hinges and locks are cleverly located and totally 
concealed to ensure the door is free of weak points 
and tough enough to withstand the harshest 
environments. The door is fixed to the existing 
opening using our secure fixing system so causes 
no damage to the fabric of the property. 

THE LOCK
The in-built bluetooth-enabled VPS SmartLock 
allows for intuitive remote locking and unlocking 
using a custom-built mobile phone app on any 
available Android or Apple smartphone.

The app can be configured to grant temporary 
access to any authorised visitors without the need 
to meet anyone to collect keys, so totally eliminates 
the need for accompanied access visits. Users can 
be remotely added or removed within seconds.

Alternatively we can issue netcodes to allow access. 
A netcode provides SmartDoor access without use 
of a conventional key or smartphone. Authorised 
entrants are provided with a 6 digit netcode, issued 
by VPS to their mobile devices by text or email 
(based on customer request) giving them entry by 
inputting this number using the keypad. Access is 
specific to a particular door and can also be time 
bound - restricting access to a particular date or 
time range.

In addition to all the security benefits of the door 
itself, the lock also acts as an access reporting 
system as it gathers detail on who is in your 
property, including the time the door was unlocked. 

The VPS SmartLock utilises bank-level encryption 
to ensure its security and has undergone rigorous 
testing including heat and freeze testing. It contains 
a long-life battery. 

This lock allows for safe emergency exit from those 
inside the property as it doesn’t rely on keys or 
power, and as long as the app and electronic key 
are downloaded when in an Internet enabled area, 
no mobile phone signal is required to open the 
door.

Plug on interface allows seamless integration with 
VPS SmartAlarms, negating the need for additional 
alarm codes & keys.

VPS DECALS
The VPS SmartDoor can be fitted with a variety of 
VPS Decal options so as to make the steel security 
door blend in with its surroundings. VPS Decals 
provide an innovative and effective way of allowing 
your property to stay secure whilst vacant, without 
looking obviously unoccupied. The Decals are made 
to suit the property type and do not compromise 
the effectiveness of the door in any way.  
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